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Abstract
This paper proposes a reversible data hiding method
for supporting hierarchical control of access to data embedded in a medical image. The proposed method ﬁrstly
hides the most important information to a medical image
by the reversible manner in which information is enciphered. To the stego image to which once information is
hidden, this method embeds diﬀerent information that is
enciphered with a diﬀerent key. In the proposed method,
only one key corresponding to the most important data is
managed, and other keys are generated from the managed
key through a one-way hash function. The privileged user
such as the attending doctor receives the managed key and
he/she extracts and deciphers all hidden data, whereas the
unprivileged user like an ordinary nurse receives a key
that for the least important data. The proposed method
also has tamper detection ability. Simulation results show
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method.
keywords: Medical image, Hierarchical access control,
Integrity veriﬁcation, Reversible data hiding

1.

Introduction

Data hiding technology has been diligently studied, for
not only security-relate problems [1, 2], in particular, intellectual property rights protection of digital contents [3],
but also non security-oriented [4]. An data hiding technique embeds data into a target signal referred to as the
original signal. It, then, generates a slightly distorted signal that is referred to as a stego signal. Many of data hiding techniques extract hidden data but leave a stego signal
as it is [5].
In military and medical applications, restoration of the
original signal as well as extraction hidden data are desired [6, 7]. Reversible data hiding techniques that restore
the original image have been proposed [6–15]. Several
methods hide diﬀerent information to an image multiple
times for improving capacity [13] and eﬃcient tamper detection [14,15]. This paper also proposes a reversible data
hiding method that hides diﬀerent information to an image multiple times, but for hierarchical access control to
embedded information.
Hierarchical access control techniques have been studied to protect hierarchically scalable content such as JPEG
2000 coded image [16,17], MPEG-4 ﬁne granularity scal-
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Figure 1: Blocks for reversible data hiding based on the
focused method [12].
ability coded video [16], and multimedia composite content [18]. In these methods, the privileged user is allowed
to access full component of the content, whereas the unprivileged user can access the absolute minimal component of the content.
This paper proposes a reversible data hiding method
that serves hierarchical access control to hidden information for medical imagery. A stego image generated by the
proposed method conveys multiple information in itself,
and accessing hidden information is controlled according
to its importance and the right of users given by position.
Only one key is managed in the proposed method for access control, and keys to be delivered to users are generated from the managed key.

2. Reversible Data Hiding
This section brieﬂy mentions the reversible data hiding
algorithm that is used in this paper.
Several data hiding methods have been proposed [6–
12]. Though bijective transformation-based [6], compression-based [7, 8], diﬀerence expansion-based [9, 10], and
histogram shifting-based [11] exist, this paper focuses the
method that memorizes neither location map nor parameter for ﬁxed length data [12]. To save the space, the algorithm based on the focused method is brieﬂy mentioned.
The algorithm used in this paper divides an original
image to 3 × 3-sized overlapping blocks as shown in
Fig. 1 (a). In the b-th block where b = 0, 1, . . . , B, a data
bit is hidden to center pixel tb using a modulo arithmeticbased equation and surrounding pixels sb, j where j = 0, 1, . . . , 7
remain those original state (Fig. 1 (b)).
To distinguish whether tb is able to convey hidden data
bit wn without loss of reversibility, i.e., tb is usable, this
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algorithm uses single parameter r that is derived based on
statistics of blocks such as µb , the average of sb, j , and ∆b ,
the diﬀerence between the maximum (or minimum) of sb, j
and µb (Fig. 2). According to parameter r, this algorithm
hides data bits to usable tb ’s and remain unusable tb ’s as
is.
Though above mentioned strategy generally requires
memorization of location map that indicates the pixel positions in which data are hidden, this algorithm estimates
parameter r from a stego image that the image conveys
hidden data to distinguish usable tb ’s from the unusable.
Therefore, this algorithm does not memorize any location
map or parameter.
Furthermore, this algorithm is able to improve the capacity, the number of usable tb ’s, by changing the size
and shape of blocks and/or embedding equation [19], by
applying reversible pre-process that changes statistics of
blocks [20], and by increasing the data hiding density per
block [21].

3.

Proposed Method

This section proposes a reversible data hiding method
that is capable of hierarchical access control for embedded
data. Figure 3 shows the system diagram of the proposed
method.
In Fig. 3, an original image is I0 . Keys km ’s (m =
1, 2, . . . , M) are used to encipher M of plaintext information pm ’s. The most important information that is accessible by only the privileged user, such as the attending doctor, is p1 , whereas p M is the least important information
that is opened to even the unprivileged user like ordinary
nurses.

3.1.
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Figure 3: Proposed method (the depth of hierarchy is M).
1. m := 1.
2. Encipher m-th most important plaintext information
pm by a certain cipher algorithm, E(), with L-length
m-th key km to generate ciphertext information cm ,
i.e., cm = E (pm , km ).
3. Embed cm to image Im−1 by the reversible data hiding algorithm mentioned in Sect. 2. to form stego
image Im .
4. Apply certain one-way hash function H() that outputs L-length hash to km to generate km+1 , i.e., km+1 =
H (km ).
5. m := m + 1. Continue to Step 2 unless m > M.
This algorithm generates stego image I M that conveys M
of diﬀerent information. It is noted that all keys km (m =
1, . . . , M) have the identical length L.

3.2. Extraction Algorithm
This section describes the extraction algorithm under the
condition a user receives L-length key ku to access (M −
u + 1) of less important information among M of diﬀerent
information.

Embedding Algorithm

1. m := u.
2. Apply one-way hash function H() to km to generate
km+1 , i.e., km+1 = H (km ).
3. m := m + 1. Continue to Step 2 unless m > M.

This section describes the algorithm to hide M of diﬀerent
information with diﬀerent importance, p1 , p2 , . . . , pm , . . . ,
p M , into original image I0 to form stego image I M .
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4. Extract m-th ciphertext cm and recover image Im−1
from stego image Im by the reversible data hiding
algorithm mentioned in Sect. 2..

5. Decipher cm by decipher algorithm D(), corresponding to encipher algorithm E(), with key km to obtain
plaintext information pm , i.e., pm = D (cm , km ).
6. m := m − 1. Continue to Step 4 unless m < u.
7. Extract m-th cipertext cm and recover image Im−1
from stego image Im by the reversible data hiding
algorithm.
8. m := m − 1. Continue to Step 7 unless m = 0.
(a) I1 . PSNR: 48.57 dB

By this algorithm, the user who receives ku can access
(M − u + 1) of less important information p M , p M−1 , . . . , pu
and original image I0 .
Moreover, if any plaintext information pm that is deciphered by authorized key km is meaningless information,
users can ﬁnd stego image I M is tampered.

3.3.

Features

This section focuses the most important feature of the proposed method, namely, the hierarchical access controllability.
As described in Sect. 3.1., the proposed method cascadingly hides diﬀerent information to one medical image
in the order according to the importance of information.
Since the proposed method utilizes the reversible information hiding scheme, a set of hidden data extraction and
image recovery takes a user back to the previous stage of
data hiding transition as described in Sect. 3.2.. This enables that the least important information p M opened to all
hierarchy including the ordinary nurses is ﬁrstly extracted,
whereas the extraction of the most important information
p1 for the privileged user like the attending doctor is the
last. That is, accessing to the most important information
is the hardest among all information by hiding strategy.
Moreover, each information to be hidden, pm , is enciphered with the corresponding key, km , i.e., diﬀerent
keys are assigned to diﬀerent information, as described in
Sect. 3.1.. A user, therefore, is required keys k M , k M−1 , . . . ,
ku to access (M − u + 1) of least important information
p M , p M−1 , . . . , pu in addition to extract ciphertext information c M , c M−1 , . . . , cu from stego images I M , I M−1 , . . . , Iu as
described in Sect. 3.2.. In the proposed method, all Llength keys are subordinately generated from one managed key by L-length one-way hash function H(), where
k M = H (k M−1 ) = H 2 (k M−2 ) = H M−1 (k1 ) .

(1)

Thanks to H(), a user who receives key ku obtains (M −u+
1) of keys ku , ku+1 , . . . , k M but cannot obtain (u − 1) of keys
ku−1 , ku−2 , . . . , k1 . That is, this user cannot access (u − 1) of
more important information, p1 , p2 , . . . , pu−1 , beyond his/
her right.
With these two properties, the proposed method can
serve hierarchical access controllable reversible data hiding.
It is noteworthy that the cascading key generation using a one-way hash function [17] needs to manage only

(b) I2 . PSNR: 44.07 dB

Figure 4: Stego images (depth of hierarchy M = 2, ciphertext cm are 256-bits long).
one key and to deliver only one key to a user, even M
diﬀerent keys are required as mentioned above. Consequently, this key generation mechanism simultaneously
reduces the cost for managing keys and for delivery keys.

4. Experimental Results
Though any arbitrary one-way hash function and any
arbitrary cipher algorithm can be used in the proposed
method, this paper uses SHA-256 [22] and blowﬁsh [23]
as the hash function and the cipher algorithm, respectively.
Figure 4 shows stego images I1 and I2 for 256 × 256sized 8-bits grayscale image “CHEST X-RAY” from
SIDBA [24], where depth of hierarchy M = 2. Ciphertext cm consists of 256 bits in each depth. The reversible
pre-process [20] is applied to images in this experiment.
To embed c1 , original image I0 is divided to four of nonoverlapping 128 × 128-sized blocks, and c1 is hidden to
the left bottom block in this experiment. It is conﬁrmed
that accessing plaintext information is limited by keys, but
all user who receives a key can access the least important
information and the original image.

5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a reversible information hiding method that is capable of hierarchical control of access to hidden data for medical imagery. The proposed
method hides data multiple times in which each hidden
data are diﬀerent and are enciphered with diﬀerent keys.
This method manages only one key and the other keys are
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subordinately generated from the managed key by a oneway hash function. These two features makes the proposed method be capable to hierarchical access control,
i.e., only the attending doctor can access the most important data and all medical staﬀs including ordinary nurses
are allowed to access the least important data. The proposed method also serve image tamper detection.
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